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Continual learning
 Problem of learning a model for a large number of sequential tasks 

without forgetting knowledge obtained from the preceding tasks
 Artificial neural networks suffer from 
 How did biology solve this problem?
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Continual learning - motivation
 Computational performance
 Ecology
 Privacy concerns
 General artificial intelligence (AGI)
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Class Incremental Learning
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Continual learning - approaches
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What happens inside neural network?
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512 dimensional 
latent space
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Let's look at the 204th 
dimension of the latent space



What happens inside neural network?
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When neural nets forget, 
these distributions change



Optimal Bayes classifier
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f(x)

x
We can replace 
classification head 
with Bayes classifier



SEED (ICLR'24)
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 Ensemble of K experts
 Each expert is a deep network and a set of Multivariate Gaussian 

distributions representing classes
 For each task select one expert to train its network but create Gausses for 

all experts
 Diversification is obtained by training experts on different data



SEED - Inference
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SEED - Training
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SEED - Results
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SEED - Results
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SEED - Diversification of experts
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SEED
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How does expert selection 
strategy affects results?
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Q&A
Link to the paper:

Grzegorz Rypeść
LinkedIn
grzegorz.rypesc@ideas-ncbr.pl
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